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QUESTION: 164 
Refer to the Exhibit. 

In the scenario shown, directly assigned to the groups are the following numbers of 
computers: Southeast Asia - 10, Southwest Asia - 15, Asia - 37, and Headquarters - 120. If 
security is properly configured and an administrator is assigned management rights to the 
Southeast Asia group only, how many computers will they see at the world-wide 
administration level? 

A. 10 
B. 15 
C. 25 
D. 182 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 165 
Refer to the Exhibit. 

What should the administrator choose to save a list of computers that can be used in a 
target? 

A. snapshot 
B. web part 
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C. static filter 
D. spreadsheet 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 166 

Which rule must be followed when configuring a hierarchy? 


A. Each Notification Server must have one parent; each Notification Server must have one 
child. 
B. Each Notification Server can have zero or one parent; each Notification Server can have 
zero or more children. 
C. Each Notification Server can have zero or one parent; each Notification Server can have 
zero or one child. 
D. Each Notification Server can have zero or more parents; each Notification Server can 
have zero or one child. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 167 

Which two Resource Attributes can be inherited from Base Resource Types? (Select two.) 


A. Association Types 
B. Resource Types 
C. Organizational Group 
D. Resource Scope 
E. Data Classes 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 168 

Which service must be configured on all Notification Servers to set up a hierarchy?
 

A. Package 
B. OOB 
C. Task 
D. PXE 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 169 
Refer to the Exhibit. 

An administrator has cloned the Windows x64 filter and wants to modify it to show 
unmanaged Windows x64 computers. Given the information provided in the exhibit, which 
action should the administrator perform to accomplish this task? 

A. in the "{0} Equals section" modify the [vComputerResource].[IsManaged] rule to read 0 
instead of 1 
B. in the "{0} Equals section" add a [vComputerResource].[IsManaged] rule to read 0 
C. in the "{0} Equals section" add a [vComputerResource].[UnManaged] rule to read 1 
D. in the "{1} Like section" add an [AeX AC Identification].[System Type] expression of 
'%unmanaged% 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 170 
An administrator needs to review several Symantec Management Console reports daily and 
would like to have them in a single view. How can the reports be combined into a single 
view? 

A. create a custom dashboard that merges the reports 
B. create a custom portal page that displays each of the reports as web parts 
C. export the reports and import them into one custom folder 
D. link each of the reports to a single custom sub-menu item 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 171 
Refer to the Exhibit. 

An administrator has cloned the Daily Event report. What must the administrator change to 
create a Weekly Event report? 

A. edit the Query Parameters to show a week of data 
B. edit the dateadd(day, -1, @cutoffdate) section 
C. edit the Resolved Query to show a week of data  
D. edit the views on the Views tab 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 172 

A policy can be applied to which item?
 

A. filters 
B. targets 
C. organizational views 
D. organizational groups 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 173 
Several computer resources displayed within the Active Directory Organizational View 
were previously removed from Microsoft Active Directory organizational units. An Active 
Directory import is scheduled to run weekly. Which action can the administrator take to 
remove these computer resources automatically from the Configuration Management 
Database (CMDB)? 

A. create and enable an automation policy that removes these computer resources 
B. create a resource filter that contains these computers and delete them all at once from the 
filter 
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C. enable the Directory Synchronization Schedule console option on the Active Directory 
Import page 
D. create and enable a server task to run a SQL query to remove the computer resources 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 174 
An IT management company contracts with other companies to manage their IT resources 
using the Symantec Management Platform. Their revenue is dependent on the number of 
resources they manage. What should the administrator do so that they will be immediately 
alerted when a new computer resource is discovered? 

A. create an automation policy based on the "New Computer Discovered" system message 
B. schedule the Update the All Computers Filter task to run every five minutes 
C. schedule the Discovered Computers report to refresh every five minutes 
D. add the administrator's address to the TO_EMAIL parameter in the New Machine 
automation policy 

Answer: A 
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